Comparison between constant feedback and limiter controllers.
Using symbolic dynamics of the one-dimensional unimodal map, the chaos stabilization mechanics of the feedback and limiter control schemes are considered. For feedback control, it is found that the control strength can be efficiently obtained from the superstable parameter of the embedded periodic orbits, and the scaling of the control-space period-doubling bifurcation cascade still obeys the Feigenbaum law. For Sarkovskii orbits, the scaling is also consistent with that of the original chaotic system. For limiter control, a single critical point in the unimodal map is extended to a superstable periodic window and a simple approach for determining the value of the control plateau is found. The scaling in the control space of the period-doubling bifurcation cascade is indeed superexponential. A different scaling for the fine structure of the Sarkovskii sequence is also found. Simple one-dimensional unimodal maps can also be used to generate maximum-length shift-register sequences.